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Green Score 

 Jacket

Examples
Labels

Cellphone

One Number  which communicates both positive and 
negative ratings. The label is not a solely a seal of merit but 
could be a motivator for producers to move their products 
into sustainable space so the label in effect becomes a 
seal of approval

Emoticons communicate emotional rather that material 
(gold silver etc) value. The system could work with similar 
sliding scales like energy-star whereby a zero rating means 
that the product is average for the category.

Scannable Code similar to UPC or “QR” codes. Provides 
information about the product that can be captured on a 
cell phone camera or scanned at the point of purchase and 
printed like a receipt prior to purchase. Detailed informa-
tion could be available online with updated information 
about recycling options and end of life. The radial codes 
are integral part of the graphic logo. They are a symbol 
communicating ‘scanablility’ while simultaneously 
embedding actual data.

Born on Date sets the birthday of the product and estab-
lishes the starting point for the product life cycle. The 
notion is to time stamp objects highlighting that their 
existence mirrors the need for an exit strategy be it land fill, 
recycling or cradle to cradle. 

Use & Re-Production Facts

                USER          RE-PRODUCER 
  Standard Use   2 years  Material Durability  8 years
         Plastics    76%
        Glass, Fiberglass   11%
        Metals: copper, gold, lead, nickel, 
        zinc, beryllium, tantalum, cadmium 13%
   Electricity (Coal)   801 Kwh Electricity (Coal 81%/Wind 19%)     215 Kwh
  Solar Pack   7 hours  Water (Private 8%/Recycled 92%) 87 G
  Product Takeback  100%  Recycled Plastics/Metals  2.5%
  Speakers, Shell, Boards  65%  Limited Warranty   100%
  Local E-Waste Center  100%  Donation, Shredding  90%
      -  Fair Labor Practice Certification SA800
      -  Unused from product takeback 87.5%
  Toxicity    1%  Toxicity    11%
  Carcinogenicity   2%  Carcinogenicity   6%
  Sensitization (skin contact) 0.01%  Sensitization   2%
  Carbon footprint   210 lbs  Carbon Footprint   95lbs
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icon only… 
Three sizes options of increasing detail level offer flexibility.   All content can also read when printed in black and white. 
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Category & Facts Descriptions

Lifetime Shows the average length of time of the product is under standard use 
compared to how long the producer designed the product to last. The greater 
the discrepancy, the lower the score.
Resources The breakdown of material and energy resources consumed by the 
user (for the lifetime of the product) and by the re-producer (during production 
of the product). The more renewable the resources, the higher the score.
Recycle/Repair/Reuse The percentage of the product that can be 
recycled/repaired/reused and the means by which it can be accomplished. 
For instance, this sample label indicates that this producer offers a takeback 
system and has considered alternatives for extending the product lifetime. 
The higher the percentage, the higher the score.
Landfill This figure indicates the percentage of the product that is designed 
to be directed to a landfill. The higher the percentage, the lower the score.
Health Depending upon the product components and manufacturing process, 
the recorded/likely health effects on humans is shown here by the probability of 
exposure to substances identified as a risk. The higher the probability, the lower 
the score.
Carbon/Social Impact The environmental and social impact of the product are 
described by association to 3rd party evaluators. This section requires the user 
to make an effort to seek explanation and understanding for the values through 
other means, but is intended to provide a quick greenness assessment to 
sustainability knowledgeable users.

Green Score is a graded single-issue product 
labeling system based on both qualitative and 
quantitative product lifecycle data.  By working 
with manufacturers, the regulatory label agency 
provides transparency to the entire system.

At a glance, the Green Score icon 
gives a consumer an overall sense of 
how ‘green’ a product is relative to its 
industry peers. 

The label is designed to be born on or with the 
product and serves to educate two types of 
owners. One, the ‘User’ who consumes the prod-
uct and two, the ‘Re-Producer’ who gives life to 
the product (in some cases, over and over.)

Terrence McArdle
Jean Hsu

                USER          RE-PRODUCER 
  Standard Use   10 years  Designed Durability  25 years
        Brass    1%
        Nylon (Shell, Lining)  99%
  Electricity (Coal)   312 KWh Electricity (Coal 80%/Wind 20%)     95 KWh
  Water (Municipal)  51 G  Water (Public 15%/Recycled 85%) 101 G
  Product Takeback  100%  Repurposed Textiles, Rag sorting 65%
  Zippers, Buttons, Patching 95%  Lifetime Warranty  100%
  Local Donation Center  100%  Resale, Rag sorting  100%
      -  Fair Labor Practice Certification SA800-  
      -  Unused from product takeback 35%
  Toxicity    0%  Toxicity    1%
  Carcinogenicity   0%  Carcinogenicity   1%
  Sensitization (skin contact) 0.01%  Sensitization   4%
  Carbon footprint   75 lbs  Carbon Footprint   60lbs
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